Comparative study of the electrophoretic mobility of the RNA of influenza parent and recombinant strains.
The electrophoretic mobility of the RNA of Influenza viruses A/WSN, A/Singapore and their antigenic recombinants X-7 and X-9 was investigated. The genome of each virus studied consisted of seven pieces of RNA. The electrophoretic profile of the influenza virus A/WSN RNA differed from that of A/Singapore but resumbled that of the recombinant X-9 genome. The essential differences were connected with the properties of the fifth fragment of the RNA. The molecular weight of this RNA species of influenza virus A/WSN and X-9 was 5.4 X 10(5) AND 5.3 X 10(5) daltons (d) respectively. The molecular weight of the corresponding component of the influenza viruses A/Sinapore and X-7 RNA was 6.2 X 10(5) and 6.3 X 10(5)d respectively.